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Welcome  
 
OK, so I think we are live, which is rather exciting. Hi everyone, now I've got to 
remember to look up there....let's put a post it note up there, not that it will stick for 
long! At least you can see me and I can remember where to look.  That's a good 
thing.  
 
OK, so what I'm going to do is just spend a little bit of time with this brand new 
software as inspired by Bernadette Doyle this morning, who's been doing a 
Facebook Live series called "5 Live - Pricing For Profit", you should go and check 
that out (obviously not right now but when this is finished). 
 
So I'd like to know if anyone's here....just to make sure everything's working with the 
software.... 
 
Hopefully my daughter at least will join me! 
 
Let's start talking about the "Top 7 Biggest Mistakes With Facebook Ads"... 
 
I don't know if you know but a couple of years ago I started a Facebook Ads agency 
called ClicksAndLeads.com and my goal then was to be the "WPCurve" of Facebook 
Ads but swiftly realised that if you try and price (a service) so that everyone can 
afford it, you end up attracting people who don't really have any money, or a 
business or an ad budget which actually isn't very helpful when you are trying to run 
Facebook Ads! 
 
It is possible to run Facebook Ads on a really low budget, I know because I've done it 
myself but the problem is that people want to test a lot of different things and they 
don't realise that each test is going to need it's own budget. 
 
I hope that by going through the "7 Mistakes" I see when people call me in for 
consults and say "Help me, my Facebook Ads aren't working" I can help you work 
with a very tight budget and at the end (and under this video somewhere) you can 
see a link to register for a Facebook Ads Masterclass I'm running soon. 
 
Let's get started shall we? 
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Mistake 1 - Delaying Getting Your Pixel On Your Pages 
 
Let's get started about the "Top 7 Facebook Ads Mistakes" I see when people call 
me up and say "Nicola....help!" 
 
The first thing that most people do is that they make a mistake before they even start 
running a FB Ads campaign and that is not to get your pixel on your website. 
There's a little bit of code that you pick up from within your Facebook Ad Manager or 
Business Manager (whichever you are using) and it's called a Pixel. 
 
You drop it onto your website, your Leadpages, your ClickFunnels pages or 
ActiveCampaign and all those different places that you are creating pages. 
 
The point of getting it on before you even start running your ads is so that you can 
build an audience of people who visit specific pages.  You can go into Facebook 
Audiences after you have got your pixel on the page and say I want to track who 
arrive at this specific page. 
 
Yes, you can track the people who arrive at the front page of your website, but I 
strongly recommend that you start creating Audiences from people who arrive at key 
pages i.e. Webinar registration pages, Sales pages, your About Page might be a 
good idea...because a lot of people who visit your About page are quite interested, 
they haven't bounced away from your site immediately. 
 
Definitely start creating audiences of people who arrive at your optin pages and your 
optin thank you pages, that is quite crucial as is anyone who arrives at your thank 
you pages after your first sale. 
 
What you want to be doing is creating audiences out of those people and then you 
can create what's called "Lookalike" audiences and even if you don't have a mailing 
list or you don't have any idea who your potential future clients are going to be, just 
by tracking some traffic on some of your pages and then creating a "Lookalike" 
audience, perhaps with a qualification of something else that they would be 
interested in..... 
 
For example, I create "Lookalike" audiences out of people who arrive at thank you 
pages of my optin pages and then I qualify them against people who are interested 
in Infusionsoft, ClickFunnels, Magento, what else is there out there... aWeber. 
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So I ask for lookalike audiences that are like the people who have opted in for my 
free gifts but who have also got an interest in a specific bit of software that I know 
only serious people with serious businesses intent would be using.  Infusionsoft 
really weeds out the men from the boys as does Magento and .... what's the other 
one? Unbounce, I think, is it Unbounce? 
 
So that's what I do, I create potential lookalike audiences with software.  You could 
also qualify them with Interests and in America I think you can do all sorts of things 
with income brackets but I don't think we can do that in the UK yet. 
 
The other thing you need to do, the reason you need to get your pixel onto your 
pages in advance, is because you can start re-marketing, so if you are getting ANY 
kind of website traffic at all, you can start re-marketing to people who have visited 
specific pages. 
 
Even if that's one or two or ten people a day, that is a very effective way to get ... to 
remind them, they've just been to your website!  You can even say that, say thanks 
for visiting, did you pick up my Free Report while you were there? 
 
So that's really important...the other thing that is really important about getting your 
Pixel on your pages even before you're ready to start advertising is to set up Custom 
Conversions. 
 
Because...when you start ads ..... now my friend Minesh and I had this argument 
yesterday, when you start ads, you've got the choice to start an ad campaign 
optimized for clicks or optimized for leads. 
 
I believe (and I'm actually going to test it this weekend) that you need to get ... if you 
are not getting any traffic on the thank you pages after your optins and you're not 
getting any traffic on the thank you pages after your purchasers purchase then you 
haven't got any data for Facebook to build their Optimization around, if you like. 
 
So it's a really good idea, especially if you are getting a bit of traffic and you have got 
a mailing list, to start sending traffic through your Funnel and create a Custom 
Conversion using the URLof the thank you page after optin and the thank you  page 
after the first sale. 
 
Then when you come to set up your first campaigns, the details of the people who 
optin and who buy, from visitors to your website or your mailing list and they'll be 
able to do an optimization for leads campaign or an optimization for sales campaign 
more easily than if you didn't have any traffic on those Custom Conversions pages at 
all. 
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Now if you don't understand what I'm talking about, as I've gone a little bit too deep a 
bit too quickly but I hope I've sold you on the benefits of getting your pixels on your 
pages early. 
 

Mistake 2 - Ignoring The Value Of Page Likes 
 
Let's talk about Page Likes.  There's quite a lot of controversy around this, some 
people think that if you advertise for Page Likes you're just going to get a load of 
"junk likes" and that is correct if you don't get very specific about who you want. 
 
If you've done what I said and you've had your pixel running and you've been 
tracking people who go to certain pages of your site, or people who optin for 
example, you can then create a Lookalike audience and you can create a Lookalike 
audience with a qualifying interest, like I said, software for example. 
 
Then when you go to set up a Page Likes campaign, you can be very very specific 
about the countries you want to show your ads in.  You can start with the English 
speaking countries, for example America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, UK and 
Ireland, unless you are specifically targeting any of the European countries, in which 
case your are probably pretty safe. 
 
If you do anything with say, South Africa or India or anywhere like that you're in big 
trouble because you are going to get a lot of junk Likes, which isn't very helpful. 
 
If you have got a Page like I have, that's got about 3500 organic Likes, which have 
been definitely grown from scratch with no paid Likes going on there at all, then I can 
then come and I can turn those Page Likes into a Custom Audience so that I can 
make sure I can advertise my posts and my videos and everything to all of the 
people who have Liked my Page but I can also use that organically grown Likes 
audience to spin off a Lookalike Audience. 
 
So that's another way to do it if you don't have a mailing lists yet as long as it's been 
organically grown  OR if it's been grown with specifically targeted people. 
 
Now if you don't have any Likes on your page you look a bit like "Billy No Mates" 
don't you? 
 
So the best thing to do is to start your tightly targeted Likes Campaign, so after a 
while you can put things like videos on your page and you can boost that video to the 
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people who have Liked your page and then you can created audiences from the 
people who watch your video through to 50%, 75% or 100%.  It's absolutely brilliant 
and I would strongly advise that you don't just ignore the Page Likes  especially 
when you are brand new and just starting out with Facebook Advertising. 
 
If you've got a £5 or £10 a day campaign budget I would certainly start by building up 
your page likes as long as you do it properly and in order to do it properly you have 
to use.... 
 
Oh, here's another mistake that I haven't even got on my list!  People don't use 
Power Editor, they just go straight to Boost A Post or something like that, or Promote 
This Page and that doesn't give you the targeting capabilities that you get if you use 
Power Editor, it's much much better. 
 
What I would do, well, I'm going to have to slip that in 2a as we can't have "eight 
mistakes" in a list *laughter from Sarah in background* hey, what you laughing at 
Sarah, it's true!  It's got to be a seven, it's got to be an odd number. 
 
(More laughter at Nicola's OCD tendencies) OMG I've lost my thread completely! 
 

Mistake 3 - Too Small A Budget & Too Tight A Timeframe 
 
Moving on to Number 3, a big mistake I see people making and they always end up 
saying "Facebook Ads don’t work for me" is they throw a small amount of money at it 
and they only run it for a week.  
 
Now, where do I start with this one? 
 
You can't just throw a small amount of money at Facebook Ads for a limited amount 
of time because Facebook gets more clever over time.  You have to let your 
campaign run a bit.  Much better to start with a smaller daily budget and let it run 
longer term than it is to throw all your cash at a one week or a three day campaign or 
whatever. 
 
That's another mistake, sort of related mistake so we'll call it 3a, people expect to be 
able to get a campaign up and running in two days flat!  I mean no notice 
whatsoever, for a webinar or something. 
 
It can be done, it can be done if you know your audience but it cannot be done if you 
are starting from scratch.  You need something to get going and to give Facebook a 
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chance to get better .... and that's another thing people panic when they see the cost 
of their clicks and they panic when they see the cost of their leads.  
 
It gets cheaper with time but not if you are only running it for a week and not if you 
are only putting £20 behind it! 
 
So don't think that what you start off on Day One paying for your clicks and leads is 
what you'll end up paying at the end of the first week or even the end of the first 
month.  
 
I mean, I've got one client who I have been working with for about a year or so now 
and her clicks and leads were a bit expensive in the first week, they came down 
dramatically and they've been coming down ever since and we've got her down to .... 
a click cost of 11p and a lead cost of ... it might even be cents! And a lead cost of 
around 18 - 22p o she's getting thousands and thousands of new leads on a daily 
budget of about £30 a day. 
 
So it can be done but you need to be patient and you need to follow the rest of my 
instructions so that you don't make the rest of the mistakes, the other 5-6, no, what's 
7 minus 3 ....the other FOUR mistakes I'm going to cover! (laughter) 
 
Sarah says "do you want my fingers?" 
 

Mistake 4 - Not Separating Out Your Ad Groups 
 
Mistake No 4 - now this is the big one!  I see this even in the campaigns of people 
who have been through my training course, it drives me absolutely crazy, I make a 
big deal out of this and it was how I was taught and it works like a dream and it 
works like a dream for so many different reasons. 
 
They don't separate out their Ad Groups.  The trick is... ok, you've got a Campaign 
which is geared for either traffic or it's optimized for leads or it's optimized for sales. 
So that's your Campaign level. 
 
Under your Campaign level, you've got your Ad Groups, now your ad groups is all 
about who you are targeting and I like to put one ad in each ad group.  There's 
several good reasons for that; one is that you can see at the ad group level when 
you are looking at your reports which ads are working and which ads are not. 
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I label my ad groups with .... what it's designed to do (facebook ads report 
giveaway), what the creative is ... NCPic1, NCPic2, NCPIc3 whatever, then I put in 
what the Interest Group I'm targeting is or whether it's an Audience, specific 
Audience so I might say NCPageLikes Lookalike + Infusionsoft qualifier. 
 
Then , then I'll put in the location of the ad so... Desktop or Mobile or Right Hand 
Side or Instagram... 
 
So it will be MOB or DTO or Insty then I put in which countries, so UK or if I'm 
showing it in all the main English speaking countries I'll put AllMain 
 
And then I can see at a glance then, with one ad in each ad group, what's winning 
and which ads are losing. 
 
At the ad level... I just put the creative so which pic and which copy.  I usually do 
most of the weeding out at the Ad Group level. 
 
So that's one mistake ... people don't do that, even people who have been through 
my course, they just try and cut corners. 
 
I'm a really big picture kind of thinker so I'm really amazed that I can actually get 
down to this level of granularity but this is how I was taught and it really, really works. 
 
What I see people doing is throwing lots of different interest groups together or 
audiences and specific interest groups but what you've got to do is have ONE ad in 
an Ad Group and you've got to have just one interest group (or audience) in that ad 
group. 
 
Now if you're split testing images...., this is another really important thing to do early 
on, split test about 3-5 images but make sure each image is in an ad that's in a 
separate ad group to the others.  Otherwise you are never going to be able to tell 
which image is working... 
 
I just see this all the time, whenever I go in.....the other thing people do is they mix 
up different images with different ad copy so if they've got 3 images and three 
different kinds of copy i think it makes something like...eighteen variations, don't 
quote me on the maths on that.....(laughs) 
 
Ad copy's the last thing I test, well it's one of the last things, buttons are also one of 
the last things I test, I like to test, especially on a limited budget, I like to test the 
things that make a BIG difference first and images are certainly one of those. 
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The other thing is, that I like to split test straightforward images against images 
with.... in fact I've given up using images with banners on or words on at all, I just like 
to make it look as much like a Post as possible so I'll have copy and I'll have a big fat 
picture which is eye-catching and arresting and then I'll have a headline underneath 
about what they are going to get if they come and put their  name and email in and 
then there's usually a download button or a learn more button. 
 
These are the kind of things you would split test further down the line, split testing 
images first, split testing interest groups... so once I've got an image that works, I'll 
then split test 3-5 interest groups but each one of those will have their own ad group, 
ok? 
 
That's the biggest, biggest, worst offence I see.  The other reason for doing that, not 
only is it really good for showing you which ads are winning at the ad group level so 
you don't have to keep going in and out, it's really good when you want to start 
scaling up. 
 
Because you are only supposed to scale up when you get a winning ad, by a tiny 
percentage increments every day.  Now you can see that if you've got 10-15-20 ad 
groups and you are scaling up each one by 20% a day it gives the Facebook Pixel or 
magic or elves or whatever it is that does it...time to go out and scurry about and find 
the kind of people who are like the people who are opting in or buying, whichever 
you are optimizing for. 
 
Otherwise they'll just throw a load of eyeballs at you and they won't be the right kind 
of eyeballs... 
 
...so you have got to scale up slowly but it's much easier to scale up slowly when 
you've got lots of different ad groups going rather than one ad group which is going 
to be painfully slow to scale up say 20% a day. 
 
And when you've got a winning ad you want to scale up quick because you want to 
get as many eyeballs on your offer as you possible can. 
 
OK, how we doing?  I've got one viewer, brilliant but you know the best thing about 
Facebook Live is it just keeps rolling afterwards!  That's the thing… 
 

Mistake 5 - Advertising On All Placements Together 
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Number 5, the fifth mistake I see people making with their Facebook Ads when I'm 
pulled in these "OMG my ads aren't working - help me!" consultations. 
 
You are not split testing the Placements, you're not!  You are just putting them all.... 
you are just putting the ads on everywhere (because that's what Facebook 
recommends). 
 
Well guess what?  What Facebook recommends is not geared towards you having 
the best results with your ads, much as they would like you think that they are "on 
your side", it's geared towards you spending the most amount of money!  So what I 
like to do, again, is split out into different ad groups my best performing picture ad 
with my best performing interest group or audience from my people who visited 
certain pages and then I split test the placement. 
 
In fact, I might even start by split testing the placement, I never run anything on 
anything but mobile to start with.  It used to be that I only ran ads on desktop but 
about March last year (2016) about a year ago, the balance shifted and you started 
getting abysmal results on desktop and only good results on mobile whereas 
previously the opposite had been true. 
 
Now, I was again having a conversation with my friend Minesh about this the other 
day as well, because he's got an older demographic ... a bit like I have...my biggest 
potential market is 45-55 year olds who want to learn how to get their business going 
online and how to get traffic to that business online. 
 
Well, Minesh's age group want to protect their investments, they are investors, canny 
investors, savvy investors and they are slightly older than my demographic and he 
didn't realised that they'd all swapped to iPads, he thought they were all still on 
desktops and laptops.  His traffic had been gradually shifting and it's really important 
to start testing places like mobile first (iPads and tablets count as mobile) and if it 
works on mobile then I'll go to desktop.  
 
Your clicks are going to be more expensive on desktop but your conversions to leads 
are probably going to be slightly cheaper than they are on mobile.  It all depends on 
the product, it all depends on the market. 
 
What else can I tell you?  I don't test right hand side at all until I've got a winning 
campaign on either mobile or desktop and Instagram's another ball game entirely 
because the images have to be a different shape and size and yes, you can run ads 
to Instagram from your Power Editor in Facebook but I would do it, I would spin it out 
into a separate campaign so you've got control over the creative because it looks 
very different on Instagram. 
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Mistake 6 - Not Using Custom Reporting 
 
What other mistakes do I see people making with their Facebook Ads?  Most people 
don't know how to make reports, Custom Reports in Facebook so they just look at 
what they are shown in the first page of their Ads Manager when they go into their 
Ads Manager.  
 
You have got to learn how to create Custom Reports because what you can do then 
is look at how many Unique clicks you are getting, how much it's costing you per 
click, how many leads, how much it's costing you per lead, but the next thing you 
need to be tracking is your next sale, your first sale that people get offered when 
they optin for your free gift, what do they get offered next to buy? 
 
You need to be tracking that even if..... even at the stage when you are just sending 
traffic, you're just trying to get clicks to your optin page because what will happen is 
you'll end up with some ads that look like they are expensive for leads, they might 
look cheap for clicks but expensive for leads and you'll turn them off! 
 
Say you've got a list of 10 and you are looking at one thats getting leads at £1 and 
one that's getting leads at £3, you're going to turn the £3 one off aren't you?  But it 
might be the £3 one that's bringing the sales.  
 
But not if you are doing it my way.... because if you are tracking for your first 
conversion to sale you'll know exactly which ad group, with one ad inside remember, 
which ad in each ad group is sending you the sales, that's the most important thing. 
 
Now, at ClicksAndLeads.com we can only guarantee you clicks and leads, because 
your sales process is the next thing that comes into play here.  I can't guarantee you 
sales even though I could optimize for sales, if you are making some because I'm 
completely dependent as the person running your ads on your sales process,  
 
It might be that you've got a telephone sales process or an interview process, you 
might get  new salesman who's absolutely rubbish! 
 
Then you'll be blaming the traffic whereas it's the salesman that's pants! 
 
So that's the next thing, especially if you are running your own Facebook Ads on a 
tight budget, you want to be tracking your sales very soon from the early days so you 
don't turn the wrong ads off. 
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What else we got?  Right, No 7, blimey, I'm rattling through these quite quickly, well I 
did want to keep it under half an hour and we are nearly there... 
 

Mistake 7 - Not Knowing Your Business Numbers. 
 
You don't know your numbers.  
 
That's the last mistake I see people making.  They .... o my gosh, this drives me 
crazy!  
 
Basically, they come to call about setting up a Facebook Campaign and they say 
what do you recommend as a budget?  So I go through this conversation about 
having to split test all these different things and each split test really needs about a 
£10 a day in the early days to get any data at all.  If you can throw a bit more at it, 
that would be even better, £20, £50 even better. 
 
It's a see-saw, it's a balancing act, the more data you want, the quicker, the more 
you have to spend.  The less you've got to spend, the less data you get quickly. 
 
This is why it's really important to know your numbers, you need to know what's the 
first product you are going to try and sell, what the profit is on that product and how 
much of that profit you are willing to spend to get a sale. 
 
Because for every sale you get, you should be getting anything from 10-100 new 
leads as well.  So you are really looking for the sale of your first product to go as far 
towards covering your ads costs as you possibly can. 
 
If you are going to outsource your Facebook Ads management, the sale of your first 
one or two products might have to go towards covering the cost of your ads and 
covering the cost of the management of those ads.  
 
You can find people who will manage your ads cheap, but they won't be any good, i 
can assure you of that!  
 
That's why you need a product funnel, you need the first product to cover the costs 
of the ads ideally, and the first and second product sales to cover the costs of the 
ads and the management of those ads. 
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Then you need a back end funnel of gradually escalating higher ticket items (which is 
where your free profit is).  
 
That way, you will know your numbers and you won't end up saying to me "it's going 
really well, when can I reduce my budget?" 
 
It's like you are putting a pound in, you're getting five pounds out, why would you 
want to reduce your budget? 
 
But that is the mentality some people have got, they want to keep their advertising 
costs to an absolute minimum whereas actually if you know that you are covering 
your costs of advertising and the management of your advertising, if you are 
outsourcing, then you know that every pound you put in is going to make you £3 or 
£5, or £10 and you know exactly at which stage of your product funnel that's going to 
happen, that's when you know your numbers. 
 
That's how you know how much you are willing to give away of the profit of those first 
products.  I always say, look at 100% on the first sale, because that'll mean that you 
are getting customers which are incredibly valuable and much more valuable than 
leads even and you're covering your costs of doing that... 
 
Well, it's like the holy grail of marketing really. 
 
You need to know what your profit is on your first product, you need to know how 
much you are willing to pay to get a lead and how much you are willing to pay to get 
a customer.  
 
Once you know those numbers, you are golden really, with your Facebook Ads and 
then anything you can do to reduce your cost per click down by, anything you can do 
to reduce your cost per lead down by OR your cost per sale down by, under that 
amount you are willing to spend, then....the sky's the limit really. 
 
OK, I just wanted to say that if you have found this useful, then do come along and 
register here for one of my free gifts or trainings.  
 
https://NicolaCairncross.com 
 
Because I'm doing a Facebook Ads Masterclass regularly where I'm going to go 
through exactly how, step by step, I set up a Facebook ads campaign when I'm 
doing it for me or for clients. 
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There will be a recording available, so if you can't make it live, I'm not going to do 
that rubbish false scarcity stuff, if you can't make it live come along and register 
anyway because there will be a replay available for a short period of time afterwards. 
 
I hope this has been helpful, I'd love to hear from you in the comments underneath 
and I look forward to speaking to you soon! 
 
https://NicolaCairncross.com/fbmc 
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She attends and speaks regularly at events, both on and offline, on Digital Marketing, 
Facebook Ads, Social Media Marketing & Entrepreneurialism. 

On the next page, you’ll find details of Nicola’s other books. 
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OTHER BOOKS BY NICOLA 
 

“The Business Success Factory” 

We are not taught to be entrepreneurs at school, but, due to these uncertain economic 
times, many people are starting their own businesses.  The failure rate is high and 
self-taught entrepreneur Nicola Cairncross knows why. 

“Traditional advice for start-ups centres around a business plan, whether to incorporate or 
not, how to order your business cards, all pretty useless when you are just getting going! 

 

I believe that becoming a successful entrepreneur involves “3 Key Business Success 
Secrets” which include mastering the following 

1. Your Business Mind 

2. Your Business Marketing 

3. Your Business Money 

and this book will help you do just that! I’m talking from my own experience of many 
business failures here (and two notable successes) and to leave no stone unturned for you, 
I’ve also interviewed many of my multi-millionaire friends to find out what they consider to be 
the “Secrets Of Success” in business.” 

Nicola has brought her inspirational, practical, down to earth style, much praised in her 
wealth creation book “The Money Gym”, to the business of becoming a successful 
entrepreneur. 

If you want to start a lean, agile, extra-profitable business that suits YOUR skills, strengths 
and lifestyle aspirations then you really can’t ignore this book. 

 

“The Money Gym: The Ultimate Wealth Workout (2nd edition)” 

 

Improve your Financial Fitness and Live a Wealthier Life… 

Discover how to – quickly and simply – take control, make much more money and create 
multiple and passive income streams from business, property, the stock-market and the 
internet. 
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This new and fully updated second edition of The Money Gym will enable you to earn more, 
shed toxic debt, keep more of what you earn, tone your financial muscles and come out 
winning no matter what the financial market is doing.  

In this acclaimed 9-step wealth building programme you will learn… 

* How to tap into the 4 major sources of financial independence 

*How to develop the right money mindset and why it’s so important 

*Powerful immutable laws of money that work no matter what the market is up to 

*How to shed toxic debt and build habits that ensure you never get caught again 

*How minding your own business and mastering the internet could be the fastest way to 
riches 

*Tactics to master cash flow control so that you always know where you are with your money 

*How to save and invest (and know the difference!) wisely so that your pot grows rather than 
shrinks 

*How to leverage even small funds in order to generate serious investment capital 

*Why property, and certain other assets, are still more valuable than savings – even now! 

Read this book to discover how to – quickly and simply – take control, make much more 
money and create multiple and passive income streams from business, property, the 
stock-market and the internet. 

“Finally….a Kiyosaki for the Brits!” Independent Amazon Reviewer 

“Read the book several times, and know Nicola from our local Chamber of Commerce. An 
amazing financial coach whose book has gone a long way to help me get finances on track 
after several life difficulties and full of great ideas. One note of caution…..you have to do the 
exercises. If you’re too lazy to do them, then chances are you won’t get far!!!” Markie Mark, 
Independent Amazon Review 

 

“How To Market ANY Business Online” 

 

Nicola Cairncross reveals her simple 7 step system of how to market ANY business online. 
Acknowledged internet marketing expert, Nicola bought her first domain name in 1995 and is 
using this system today at her digital marketing agency to market clients as diverse as 
private finance companies, business mentoring, options property specialists, stock-market 
trading training companies and upmarket introduction agencies. 
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Previously she’s worked online with clients that include a hydroponically grown wheatgrass 
extract manufacturer, a top scientist creating a groundbreaking cataract eye drop cure for 
dogs and horses, as well as a wide range of fertility, clutter clearing, career & cement 
specialists! 

So when she says this system works for ANY business, you can see that it does! 

You will find this book packed with useful and easy to understand information, with simple 
effective action steps you can take this week and every week. We KNOW that it will give you 
the best possible grounding in business marketing and online business marketing in 
particular. 

Nicola covers: 

* Why you need to move your existing website to WordPress (or make a new website fast!) 

* How to start building a mailing list of exclusive leads you can market to, again and again 

* What Twitter is all about, and how you can benefit quickly 

* Why Google is going local and mobile; get your website on Page One within a few short 
weeks 

* What Google+ is all about and why you can’t afford to ignore it 

* How to tap into Facebook traffic and find your customers where they play 

Linked In – boring but changing and a rich source of leads for your business 

* All about creating a “know, like & trust” relationship with your visitors and customers 

* How to automatically follow up and educate your customers about other products they may 
like 

* Leverage, do something once, leverage it across many different platforms to reach new 
customers 

* Outsourcing – it’s easy, cheap and done right, builds your business marketing systems fast 

Nicola Cairncross is an author, speaker and self-taught entrepreneur who has been making 
money online and also marketing real world businesses online since 1995, including a house 
music label, boutique hotel, vintage cafe, a jazz album and an empty room in Mayfair, not to 
mention her own “The Money Gym” and “The Business Success Factory” books & her “Inner 
Circle” mentoring programme. 

 

“The Science Of Getting Rich Online” 
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A recent addition to Nicola’s book list is “The Science Of Getting Rich Online”. 

This is Nicola’s “passion project” and sprang to life when Nicola realised that her two teens 
Phoebe & Nelson were very unlikely to read “The Science Of Getting Rich” in its current 
format. 

She also realised that “The Secret” the book manages to hide quite well within it’s archaic 
language, religion and talk of “formless stuff” was the very thing that most of her mentoring 
students were missing! 

Why did I re-write this classic book “The Science Of Getting Rich” and adapt it for internet 
entrepreneurs? 

After 20 years of making a full time living online, but watching others try and fail, I have been 
constantly fascinated by what makes the difference between those who make it and those 
who don’t? Is it the tools or tactics they are using? Are there some secrets that only those in 
the “Inner Circles” know and don’t share? Is it the kind of traffic they use? 

Having read this classic book (original version by Wallace D. Wattles) right at the beginning 
of my online journey back in 1998, I really didn’t “get it”. 

But now, after 20 years, when I read it again I realised all the secrets to online success were 
in here all the time! However, the archaic nature of the language, examples and references 
made it impenetrable for the modern online entrepreneur. 

So my mission to re-write this old classic and make it easier to read and understand 
started… 
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FREE GIFTS FOR READERS OF THIS BOOK 
 

If you would like to download several free gifts 
just visit our website. 

Don’t forget to download the free App to keep up to date! 

https://NicolaCairncross.com/app 

 

 If you would like Nicola to mentor you on how to start an online business OR how to market 
your existing business better online just visit NicolaCairncross.com and opt in for more info 

about the various mentoring programmes. 
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